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THE CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC HAS UPENDED
LONG-HELD CONVENTIONS IN MARKETS, FROM
MODELS THAT BLEW UP AND VALUATIONS THAT
PLUMMETED TO POLICY MOVES THAT WERE
PREVIOUSLY DEEMED INCONCEIVABLE.
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Such events are also so rare that most
investors do not consider them when
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Such an unforeseen set of
outcomes will also most likely
result in an unforeseen recovery.
The possible W-shaped recovery
will be extraordinarily volatile
by construct.
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countries, equities and bond
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raise cash allocations.

Asset valuations have cratered, and

increased to 8.2%. That same risk man-

in some cases prices have evaporated
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altogether. These dramatic price swings
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• Our last point is that activity and
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instance, risk parity funds take advan-

demand data are deteriorating

10-year US Treasury bond position. The
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in a never-seen-before pace. It

annualized one- to six-month volatility

bonds and equities to cushion overall

will require significant work to

of a US Treasury futures contract was

portfolio volatility.

fix traditional macroeconomic

around 5% until the end of February

Once an economic cycle turns, the

models. Frameworks will be

this year. A risk manager seeking to esti-

easing of monetary policy would tradi-

rebuilt to accommodate such

mate the worst-case scenario on a US

tionally help bonds to cushion a poten-

tail events and, as a result, shall

Treasury position equivalent to $100mn

tial dip in earnings and the ensuing

welcome the W-shaped recovery

would set aside $10mn, or twice the

equity market drawdown. These diver-

as a viable outcome.

standard deviation of the exposure.

sification benefits have allowed risk

Even though the Federal Reserve
was very quick in cutting reference
rates close to zero, the bond rally
was too muted to compensate for
equity losses.

managers to allocate a larger exposure

quick in cutting reference rates close

global flow of investment capital. Built

to risk-parity strategies over the years.

to zero, the bond rally was too muted

from the real-money custodial flows

to compensate for equity losses.

observed by BNY Mellon, and aggre-

Their success has been largely
attributed to a steady decline in the

Secondly, and perhaps more impor-

gated from anonymized portfolio

correlation between equities and bonds

tantly, rates are near zero but the term

data, iFlow captures daily supply and

over the past two decades. In the early

structure in the US government bond

demand pressures as exerted through

2000s, the correlation stood at +0.4,

market failed to steepen. Back in the

the moves of roughly 20% of the

compared to -0.4 earlier this year, for

financial crisis in 2009, the spread

world’s assets. These flows have a mea-

example.

between two- and 10-year Treasuries

surable impact on price dynamics both

In Chart 1, we show the total return of

increased from 30bp to 280bp. This

within markets and across multiple

a risk-parity portfolio aiming to target

same spread is now only 35bp and

asset classes.

15% volatility. From 2003 to February

it may only widen significantly once

Probably the best single iFlow indi-

of this year, this strategy achieved

inflation expectations rise substantially,

cator to illustrate the pace, depth and

annualized returns of 9.9%. From the

so long exposure to US Treasuries is

intensity of the retreat from risk assets

funds’ peak performance in 2005 to

unlikely to cushion the drawdown.

is iFlow Carry, our measure of currency

the trough in March, this strategy with-

flows with currency risk. The intuition

stood a 27.4% drawdown. During the

RETREATING FROM RISK

is that when the market is chasing high-

global financial crisis the drawdown

The current market conditions are

yielding currencies, investors are risk-

was 33%. (Chart 1.B shows the correla-

severe and historic. We can observe

seeking, then when they are selling high

tion between weekly changes of US

this clearly through our iFlow data, in

yielders and buying funding currencies,

Treasury total returns and S&P 500

which we see extraordinarily high real-

they are risk-averse. Consequently, we

total returns.)

money outflow from equities, corporate

have found that risky assets tend to

Then the losses mounted. The

bonds and fixed income as a whole. Our

underperform when iFlow Carry is sig-

weakness in risk-parity models took

broadest measure of investor risk senti-

nificantly negative.

place for two reasons that will change

ment, iFlow Carry, is at record lows and

On January 14, iFlow Carry was sig-

risk-management forever. Firstly, the

it has been significantly negative for a

nificantly high and positive — strong

collapse in equity prices was not cush-

record length of time.

evidence of the chase for yield. By

ioned by gains in US Treasuries. Even

iFlow is a set of proprietary indi-

February 14, a mere 23 days later, it fell

though the Federal Reserve was very

cators that are designed to track the

to a significantly low reading. At day 29,

CHART 1

FALLING OUT OF FAVOR
Risk-parity funds relying on low equity-bond correlation outperformed,
until the coronavirus crisis
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CHART 1.B

COMING APART
Equity-bond correlation had been steadily declining, helping risk-parity funds
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We are seeing large-scale
liquidation and cash-raising,
a full-scale flight.

the indicator nearly matches its lon-

they stay that way for a while. This is

US has been swift to provide liquidity

gest period in negative territory in our

a key metric to watch when trying to

to smooth capital markets while new

records, which go back to 2011. That

spot a market bottom or more worri-

information was incorporated into

tells us investors swiftly switched their

some times ahead.

prices. Meanwhile, supervisors in the

attitudes, turning away from risk in

euro area and China will likely worry

foreign exchange markets and chasing

ASSESSING CREDIT AND

about the banking system’s health as a

safety because of the COVID-19 crisis in

THE POLICY RESPONSE

result of asset impairment.

the markets.

In the past decade, a set of extraordi-

More broadly, across the main

In individual asset classes, our

narily loose policies around the globe

emerging markets (EM), most of cor-

iFlow indicators for equities, corpo-

pushed corporations to operate with

porate credit is sovereign controlled.

rate bonds and sovereign bonds are at

significantly more leverage. According to

The debt of state-owned enterprises

record lows, below even those of the

the International Monetary Fund’s global

as a share of total non-financial corpo-

global financial crisis of 2007-2009

financial stability report in October 2019,

rate debt is 80% in China, 57% in Brazil

(see chart 3 and 3B). Again as can be

36% of US corporations were operating

and 75% in India. In those regions,

seen from the chart, the rapidity of the

at earnings before interest and taxes

policy responses will likely be centrally

declines for all three asset-class series

below their interest payment obliga-

planned through meaningful fiscal

is apparent. We are seeing large-scale

tions. This same ratio in France and

injections, pumping cash directly into

liquidation and cash-raising, a full-

Spain stood at 25%. Sudden stops from

state-controlled institutions.

scale flight.

widespread COVID-19 quarantines there-

In chart 2, we show the evolution

fore have exacerbated an already precar-

of credit extension in the US over the

ious fundamental backdrop.

past two decades. The dark line rep-

iFlow indicators have informed
our negative views on credit, equities
and the macro outlook. They are also

The policy response to a 10-20%

resents the ratio of non-financial debt

confirming what our traditional mac-

activity drawdown, however, must

to GDP. From 2000 to 2010, this ratio

ro-strategy analysis tells us. We will be

differ from one region to the next. In

fluctuated between roughly 60% and

looking at the levels of risk-asset flows,

the US, only 19% of non-financial cor-

75%. Heading into the dot-com bust

how low they can go, but more impor-

porate credit is provided through bank

in 2001-02, US corporate leverage

tantly for how long they can stay there.

loans. In Europe, bank loans are 80%

dropped from 65% to 60% of GDP. In

Our work tells us that when flows start

of corporate credit and in China they

the following cyclical upturn, this ratio

to form a pattern of daily low readings,

account for 72%. Policy response in the

increased from 60% to 74%.

The key concern in this cycle
compared to 2002 and 2008 is the
increasing presence of insurance
companies and pension funds in the
corporate bond market.

The green line in the chart rep-

now near all-time highs.

in the world today. The personal and

resents the ratio of the market value

A cyclical shock could therefore

of non-bank US corporates rated BBB/

trigger a wave of downgrades of those

human toll exacted by COVID-19 defies

BBB+/BBB- to the total market value of

BBB names into speculative-grade ter-

Macro-strategists and macroecon-

all corporate investment-grade debt in

ritory, making them so-called fallen

omists have been compelled to think

the US. Between 2000 and 2010, the

angels, not to mention that some of

differently, depend on data differently,

BBB share of corporate debt had an

them may file for bankruptcy.

and come up with new models — both

description.

inverse relationship to that of overall

The key concern in thi s c ycle

corporate debt to GDP, so BBBs were

compared to 2002 and 2008 is the

deleveraging as the wider universe was

increasing presence of insurance com-

Take dynamic stochastic general equi-

borrowing more. This was a self-ad-

panies and pension funds in the corpo-

librium (DSGE) models, the workhorse

justing mechanism as economic cycles

rate bond market. These two investor

model used by almost all policy makers

fluctuated, however.

groups now hold 31% of US corporate

and many private economists. They are

C

formal mathematical ones and deductive ones.

bonds versus 25% in 2007. But they

built to model the individual actions

orporate leverage

tend to have mandates requiring them

of producers, consumers and policy

dynamics have changed

to sell below-investment-grade debt, an

makers, as well as markets and prices

since 2011. As the share

all-too-present threat.

and their interactions with each other.

of corporate debt to GDP

The solution to this conundrum in

has increased, investment-grade credit

our opinion will likely be some sort of

They are dynamic, in that they con-

quality overall has deteriorated. Unlike

easing up on those mandates. Allowing

sider agents who think ahead when

pre-2008, when debt was rising in the

managers more discretion over their

deciding their actions today. This

overall economy but not among BBBs,

holdings would enhance price dis-

allows modelers to trace the evolu-

now most of the new leverage added

covery while fading concerns in rela-

tion of the economy afterwards. The

in the low-rate environment coincides

tion to a wall of fallen angels.

stochastic part comes from shocks

with borrowing by the BBB segment.

This is the general equilibrium aspect.

that randomly occur. Once you have a

The share of BBB debt within invest-

GAPS IN MACROECONOMIC

model of how the economy works, you

ment-grade credit increased from 30%

MODELS

can gauge the impact of the shock on

to 40%, while corporate debt to GDP

It’s hard to find superlative s to

one part of the economy on all the rest,

increased from 64% to 75%. Both are

describe the nature of what’s going on

back to general equilibrium.

CHART 2

A CLIFFHANGER IN CREDIT
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CHART 3

EBB AND FLOW
Our iFlow data indicate record-setting liquidations for equities, corporate and sovereign debt
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We believe — with relatively high
conviction — that all this fiscal
spending and monetary stimulus,
combined with such a massive
supply shock, will eventually
result in inflation.

The problem in using today’s DSGEs

the ability (or is it the imagination?) to

recovers. That conviction is based on

as a model of “how the world works” is

handle data like we’re seeing now. The

a non-mathematical model, while still

that markets are broken, and the shock

old model is broken, and the data are

relying on DSGE intuition.

is massive — it’s beyond the scope of a

messy, but thinking in general equilib-

But what happens to foreign

DSGE to contemplate. In addition, it is

rium about dynamics is still a useful

exchange, bond and equity markets

hitting all sectors and markets globally.

exercise.

with most of the world experiencing

The data used to run these models are

Up to a point, we can use analogs

high inflation? Here is where analogs

assumed to be stationary; they come

like the 1918 pandemic, both to know

can be useful. Think back to the 1970s.

from well-understood probability dis-

that social distancing helps flatten the

We will have higher yields, lower real

tributions. That’s certainly not the

curve and to conclude that we are still

growth and very likely a new “nifty

case now.

far from a market bottom. Between 1917

fifty” in the stock market as winners

Ten million jobless claims in two

and 1922, dividends fell 33%. A simple

and losers emerge from the corona-

weeks proves the point. Claims in

valuation model translates that to addi-

virus crisis.

the four years prior to March 13 were

tional significant downside ahead.

While the data are troublesome and

between 200,000 and 300,000. In

The Market predicts a massive GDP

the formal models inadequate, the

the last two years they were between

hit is coming, and based on some admit-

underlying intuition of the DSGE is still

200,000 and 240,000. Now we have

tedly imprecise assumptions due to the

at work as we think our way through

ten million!

lack of timely data, we think it could be

the crisis.

Similarly, a high frequency activity

as severe as minus-20% in the second

indicator built from daily (and a few

quarter. This implies a similar downside

The BNY Mellon Markets Strategy Team

weekly) series shows the same “off-a-

to corporate earnings. Assigning typical

comprises John Arabadjis, Head of Macro

cliff ” behavior recently, much like the

bear-market multiples to earnings-per-

Strategy Products and Analytics; Juliette

jobless claims data (see chart 4) show a

share (EPS) from the past suggests a

Eastwood, Data Scientist in Analytics;

“straight-up-to-the-sky” pattern. How

similar market conclusion as above.

Daniel Tenengauzer, Head of Strategy;

can models deal with data like that?

We believe — with relatively high con-

and John Velis, FX and Macro Strategist,

As we think our way through the

viction — that all this fiscal spending

Americas. Questions or Comments? Write

crisis, the answer is that we all are

and monetary stimulus, combined with

to Daniel.Tenengauzer@bnymellon.com,

trying to rebuild DSGEs, either with or

such a massive supply shock, will even-

John.Velis@bnymellon.com or reach out to

without the math, and with or without

tually result in inflation when demand

your usual relationship manager.

CHART 3B

LEAVING A MARK
Corporate bond outflows are larger now than they were in the 2007-2009 financial crisis
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marketing communication.

The Bank of New York Mellon SA/NV operates in
Italy through its Milan branch at Via Mike Bongiorno
no. 13, Diamantino building, 5th floor, Milan, 20124,
Italy. The Bank of New York Mellon SA/NV, Milan
Branch, is subject to limited additional regulation by
Banca d’Italia - Sede di Milano at Divisione Supervisione Banche, Via Cordusio no. 5, 20123 Milano, Italy
(registration number 03351).
The Bank of New York Mellon SA/NV operates in
England through its London branch at 160 Queen
Victoria Street, London EC4V 4LA, UK, registered
in England and Wales with numbers FC029379 and
BR014361. The Bank of New York Mellon SA/NV,
London Branch, is authorized by the ECB (address
above) and subject to limited regulation by the FCA
(address above) and the PRA (address above).
Regulatory information in relation to the above
BNY Mellon entities operating out of Europe can
be accessed at the following website: https://www.
bnymellon.com/RID.
The Bank of New York Mellon, Singapore Branch,
is subject to regulation by the Monetary Authority
of Singapore. The Bank of New York Mellon, Hong
Kong Branch, is subject to regulation by the Hong
Kong Monetary Authority and the Securities &
Futures Commission of Hong Kong. The Bank of
New York Mellon, Australia Branch, is subject to
regulation by the Australian Prudential Regulation
Authority and is exempt from holding an Australian
Financial Services License. The Bank of New
York Mellon is regulated by the New York State
Department of Financial Services under New York
banking law, which is different from Australian
law. The Bank of New York Mellon has various other
branches in the Asia-Pacific Region that are subject
to regulation by the relevant local regulator in that
jurisdiction.
The Bank of New York Mellon Securities Company
Japan Ltd, as intermediary for The Bank of New York
Mellon.
The Bank of New York Mellon, DIFC Branch, is
regulated by the Dubai Financial Services Authority
(DFSA) and located at DIFC, The Exchange Building
5 North, Level 6, Room 601, P.O. Box 506723, Dubai,
UAE, on behalf of The Bank of New York Mellon,
which is a wholly owned subsidiary of The Bank of
New York Mellon Corporation.
Past performance is not a guide to future performance of any instrument, transaction or financial
structure and a loss of original capital may occur.
Calls and communications with BNY Mellon may be
recorded, for regulatory and other reasons.
Disclosures in relation to certain other BNY Mellon
group entities can be accessed at the following website: http://disclaimer.bnymellon.com/eu.htm.
This material is intended for wholesale/professional
clients (or the equivalent only), is not intended for
use by retail clients and no other person should
act upon it. Persons who do not have professional
experience in matters relating to investments should
not rely on this material. BNY Mellon will only pro-

Not all products and services are offered in all
countries.

This material, which may be considered advertising, is for general information purposes only and
is not intended to provide legal, tax, accounting,
investment, financial or other professional advice
on any matter. This material does not constitute a
recommendation or advice by BNY Mellon of any
kind. Use of our products and services is subject
to various regulations and regulatory oversight.
You should discuss this material with appropriate
advisors in the context of your circumstances before
acting in any manner on this material or agreeing to
use any of the referenced products or services and
make your own independent assessment (based on
such advice) as to whether the referenced products
or services are appropriate or suitable for you. This
material may not be comprehensive or up to date
and there is no undertaking as to the accuracy,
timeliness, completeness or fitness for a particular
purpose of information given. BNY Mellon will
not be responsible for updating any information
contained within this material and opinions and
information contained herein are subject to change
without notice. BNY Mellon assumes no direct or
consequential liability for any errors in or reliance
upon this material.
This material may not be distributed or used for
the purpose of providing any referenced products
or services or making any offers or solicitations in
any jurisdiction or in any circumstances in which
such products, services, offers or solicitations are
unlawful or not authorized, or where there would
be, by virtue of such distribution, new or additional
registration requirements.
Any references to dollars are to US dollars unless
specified otherwise.
This material may not be reproduced or disseminated in any form without the prior written permission
of BNY Mellon. Trademarks, logos and other intellectual property marks belong to their respective
owners.
Neither BNY Mellon nor any of its respective
officers, employees or agents are, by virtue of
providing the materials or information contained
herein, acting as an advisor to any recipient (including a “municipal advisor” within the meaning
of Section 15B of the Securities Exchange Act of
1934, as amended, “Section 15B”), do not owe a
fiduciary duty to the recipient hereof pursuant to
Section 15B or otherwise and are acting only for
their own interests.
Whilst The Bank of New York Mellon (BNY Mellon) is authorised to provide financial services
in Australia, it is exempt from the requirement
to hold, and does not hold, an Australian financial services licence as issued by the Australian
Securities and Investments Commission under
the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) in respect of the
financial services provided by it to persons in
Australia. BNY Mellon is regulated by the New
York State Department of Financial Services and
the US Federal Reserve under Chapter 2 of the
Consolidated Laws, The Banking Law enacted
April 16, 1914 in the State of New York, which
differs from Australian laws.
The Bank of New York Mellon, member of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC).
© 2020 The Bank of New York Mellon Corporation.
All rights reserved.

